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the availability of adequate technical, financia! and other resources to complete
the development and to use or sell the intangible asset.

•

its ability to measure reliably the expenditure attributable to the intangible asset
during its development."

Shouldthe

IFRS for SMEs be changed to require capitalisation of development

costs meeting criteria for capitalisation (on the basis of on the criteria in lAS 38)?
(a)

No-do·

not

change

developmentcosts
(b)

Yes-revise

the

current

requirements.

Continue

to charge

all

to expense.

thelFRS

lar

SMEs.to require capitalisation of development costs

meeting the criteria for capitalisation (the approach in lAS 38).
(c)

Other-please

explain.

Please provide reasoning to support your choice of(a), (b) or (c).
•

EFRAG is split on this issue and asks its constituents for input.

ICAC's response:
Development costs should follow the same treatment as in lAS 38.
Additionally, we believe that the cost of research should be capitalized at least as a'
company's option provided that certain requirements are met.

Investment in research and development is declining as a result of the economic crisis.

If the accounting

standard prescribes

these expenditur~s

as an expense, it will

discourage further development of these activities.
Question

Sl1:

Amortisation

period for goodwill

and other intangible

assets

(Section 18)
Paragraph 18.21 requires an entity to amortise an intangible asset on a systematic basis
over its useful life. This requirement applies to goodwill as well as to other intangible
assets (see paragraph 19.23(a)). Paragraph 18.20 states "Ifan entity is unable to make a
reliable estimate of the usefullife of an intangible asset, the life shall be presumed to be
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ten years." Some interested

parties have said that, in some cases, although the

. management of the entity is unable to estimate the usefullife

reliably, management's

judgement is that the usefullife is considerably shorter than ten years.
Should paragraph 18.20 be modified to state: "lfan
reliable estimate of the usefullife

entity is unable to make a

of an 'intangible asset, the life shall be presumed

to be ten years unless a shórter period can be justified"?
(a)

No-do

not change the current requirements.

Retain the presumption of ten

years if an entity is unable to make a reliable estimate of the useful life of an
intangible asset (including goodwill).
(b)

Yes-modify

paragraph 18.20 to establish a presumption of ten years that can

be overridden if a shorter period can be justified.
(e)

Other-please

explain.

Please provide reasoning to support your choice of(a), (b) or (c).
•

EFRAG agrees with altemative b).

ICAC's response:
Treatment of Goodwill should be the same in full IFRSs and the IFRS for SMEs.
We believe that it is more appropriate to amortize this asset for both large and small
companies. It does not make any sense that a large listed company does not amortize
goodwill and unlisted but also large companies,

do amortize it. The cost-benefit

argument can apply for small businesses but not for the case described.
Questíon S12: Consideration of changes to accounting for business combinations in
full IFRSs (Section 19)
The IFRS for SMEs accounts for all business combinations by applying the purchase
method. This is similar to the 'acquisition method' approach current1y applied in full
IFRSs.
Section 19 of the IFRS

lor

SMEs is generally based on the 2004 version of IFRS 3

Business Combinations. IFRS 3 was revised in 2008, which was near the time of the
18
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release of the IFRS for SMEs. IFRS 3 (2008) addressed deficiencies in the previous
version of IFRS 3 without changing the basic accounting; it also promoted international
convergence of accounting standards.
The main changes introduced

by IFRS 3 (2008) that could be considered

for

incorporation in the IFRS for SMEs are:
•

A focus on what is given as consideration to the seller, rather thanwhat is spent
in order toacquire

the entity. As a consequence, acquisition-related

costs are

recognised as an expense rather than treated as part ofthe business combination
(for example, advisory, valuation and other professional

and administrative

fees).
I

•

Contingent

corisideration

is recognised

probability)

and then subsequently

at fair value (without

regard

to

accounted for as a financial instrument

instead of as anadjustment to the cost ofthe business combination.
•

Determining

goodwill requires remeasurement

to fair value of any existing

interest in the acquired company and measurement of any non-controlling interest in the
acquired company.
Should Section 19 be amended to incorporate
appropriate

the above changes, modified as

to reflect the needs of users of SME fmancial statements and cost-

benefit considerations?
(a)

No-do

not change the current requirements. The current approach in Section

19 (based on IFRS 3 (2004)) is suitable for SMEs,and SMEs have been able to
implement it without problems.
(b)

Yes-revise

the IFRS for SMEs to incorporate the main changes introduced by

IFRS 3 (2008), as outlined above and modified as appropriate for SMEs.
(e)

Other-please

explain.

Please provide reasoni~g to support your choice of(a), (b) or (c).
•

EFRAG is not able to provide a view on the issue, option ej.
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ICAC's response:
Ifthe scope ofthe IFRS for SME's are small entities, the question is irrelevant, because
they rarely make business combinations. If you are thinking of another scope, including
large cornpanies or unlisted groups, the starting point ofthe IFRS for SME's, as already
indicated in other answers, should be the closest to IFRS.
Question 813: Presentation of share subscriptions receivable (Section 22)
Paragraph 22.7(a) requires that subscriptions receivable, and similar receivables that
arise when equity instruments are issued before the entity receives the cash for those
instruments, must be offset against equity in the statement of financial position, not
presented as an asset.
Someinterested

parties have told the IASB that their national laws regard the equity as

having been issued and require the presentation of the related receivable as an asset.
Should paragraph

22.7(a) be amended either to permit or require the presentation

of the receivable as an asset?
(a)

No-do

not

change

subscriptionreceivable
(b)

Yes-change

the current

requirements.

Continue

to present

the

as an offset to equity.

paragraph 22.7 (a) to require that the subscription receivable is

presented as an asset.
(e)

Yes-add

an additional option to paragraph 22.7(a) to permitthe

subscription

receivable to be presented as an asset, ie the entity would have a choice whether
to present it as an asset or as an offset to equity.
(d)

Other-please

explain.

Please provide reasoning to support your choice of (a), (b), (e) or (d).
•

EFRAG thinks that the subscription receivable should be presented as an asset when
certain eriteria are met (Alternative (dj).
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ICAC's response:
These rights should be accounted for as an asset only when disbursement is required.
Meanwhile,' they should be presented deducted from equity
Question S14: Capitalisation of borrowing costs on qualifying assets (Section 25)
The IFRS for SMEs currently requires- all borrowingcosts

to be recognised .as an

expense when incurred (paragraph 25.2). The IASB decided not to require capitalisation
of any borrowing costs for cost-benefit reasons, particularly because of thecomplexity
of identifying qualifying assets and calculating the amount of borrowing costs eligible
for capitalisation.
lAS 23 Borrowing Costs requires that borrowing costs that are directly attributable to
the acquisition,

construction

or production

of a qualifying asset (ie an asset that

necessarily takes a substantial period of time to get ready for use or sale) must be
capitalised as part of the cost of that asset, and all other borrowing costs must be
recognised as an expense when incurred.:
Should Section 25 of the IFRS for SMEs be changedso
capitalise

borrowing

costs that are directly

that SMEs are required to

attributable

to the acquisition,

construction or production of a qualifying asset, with all other borrowing costs
recognised as an expense when incurred?
(a)

No---do not change the current requirements. Continue to require all borrowing
costs to be recognised as an expense whenincurred,

(b)

Yes-revise

the IFRS for SMEs to requir~ capitalisation of borrowing costs that

are directly attributable to the acquisition,

construction or production of a

qualifying asset (the approach in lAS 23) ..
(e)

Other-please

explain.

Please provide reasoning to support your choice of (a), (b) or (c).
•

EFRAG is split on this issue and asks its 'constituents for input.
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ICAC's response:
lnterest expense/Borrowing

costs should be equally treated in IFRSs and the IFRS for

SME's.
Using too much the argument on "costs-benefits

analysis" might give the impression

that "two speed accounting" exists. A .in-between solution should be found, maybe .
resigning to the use of fair value accounting in general terms, so that the same
accounting criteria could be applied by large and small businesses, without excessive
application costs.
For example, in the case of activation of the borrowing costs, a practical solution that
everyone could apply would be to force the capitalization if the period of construction
of assets or inventories is more than ayear. Otherwise, forbid it.
Question 815: Presentation of actuaríal gainsor losses (Section 28)
In accordance with the IFRSfor

SMEs, an entity is required to recognise all actuarial

gains and losses in the period in which they occur, either in profit or loss or in other
comprehensive income as an accounting policy election (paragraph 28:24).
Recently, the requirements in full IFRSs have been updated by the issue of lAS 19
Employee Benefits (revised 2011). A key change as a result ofthe 2011 revisions to lAS
19 is that all actuarial gains and losses must be recognised in other comprehensive
income in the period in which they arise. Previous1y, under full IFRSs, actuaria1 gains
and losses could be recognised either in other comprehensive income or in profit or Ioss
as an accounting policy e1ection (and under the 1atter option there were a number of
permitted methods for the timing ofthe recognition in profit or loss).
Section 28 is based on lAS 19 before the 2011 revisions, modified as appropriate to
reflect the needs of users of SME financia1 statements and cost-benefit considerations.
Removing the option for SMEs to recognise actuarial gains and losses in profit or loss
wou1d improve comparability between SMEs without adding any comp1exity.
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Should the option to recognise
removed from paragraph
(a)

No-do

actuarial

gains and losses ID profit

28.24?

not change the current requirements.

recognise

or loss be

actuarial

Continue to allow an entity to

gains and losses either in profit or loss or in other

comprehensive income as an accounting policy election.
I

(b)

Yes-revise

the IFRS lar SMEs so that an entity is required to recognise all

actuaría1 gains and losses in other comprehensive income(ie

remova1 of profit

or loss option in paragraph 28.24).
(e)

Other-p1ease

exp1ain.

P1ease provide reasoning to support your choiceof (a), (b) or (c).
Note: lAS 19 (revised 2011) made a number of other changes to full lFRSs. However,
because Section 28 was simplified from the previous version of lAS 19 to reflect the
needs ofusers of SME financia1 statements and cost-benefit considerations, the changes
made to full lFRSs do not direct1y relate to the requirements in Section 28.
•

EFRAG thinks that the profit or loss option shou1d be removed, option b).

ICAC's response:
~

ICAC agrees with the simplification made in lAS 19 and therefore also with the proposal
to amend IFRS for SME's in accordance to it. Overall, options are an additiona1 effort
that must be e1iminated, if removing them is additionally a technica1improvement,

it is

a double positive effect.
Question S16: Approach

for accounting for deferred in come taxes (Section 29)

Section 29 of the IFRS lar SMEs currently requires that deferred income 'taxes must be
recognised

using the temporary

difference method. This is also the fundamental

approach required by full lFRSs (IAS 12 Income Taxes).
Some ho1d the view that SMEs shou1d recognise

deferred income taxes and that the

temporary difference method is appropriate. Others hold the view that while. SMEs
should recognise deferred income taxes, the temporary difference method (which bases
deferred taxes on differences between the tax basis of an asset or liability and its
23
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carrying amount) is too complex for SMEs. They propose replacing the temporary
difference method with the timing difference method (whichbases

deferred taxes on

differences between when an item of income or expense is recognised for tax purposes
and when it is recognised in profit or loss). Others hold the view that SMEs should
recognise deferred taxes only for timing differences that are expected to reverse in the
near future (sometimes called the 'liability method'). And still others hold the view that
SMEs should not recognise any deferred taxes at all (sometimes called the 'taxes
payable method').
Should SMEs recognise deferred income taxes and, if so, how should they be
recognised?
(a)

Yes-SMEs

should recogmse

deferred income taxes usmg the temporary

difference method (the approach currently used in both the IFRS for SMEs and
full IFRSs).
(b)

Yes-SMEs

should recognise deferred income taxes using the tirning difference

method.
(e)

Yes= SMEs should recognise deferred income taxes using the liability method.

(d)

No-SMEs

should not recognise deferred income taxes at all (ie they should

use the taxes payable 'method), although some related disclosures should he
required.
(e)

Other-« please explain.

Please provide reasoning to support your choice of(a), (b), (e), (d) or (e).
•

EFRAG is split on this issue and asks its constituents for input.

ICAC's response:
In our view, as mentioned above, the most important factor is the stability of the
standard. Notwithstandin:g the above, the starting point ofthe IFRS for SME's should be
if possible, full IFRS. If the latter change, then it is better not to change the IFRS for
SME's until it has reached a level of consistent application by all jurisdicctions
choose to implement these standards.
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The issue of income tax accounting is complex per-se but in this case speaking in terms
of "cost-benefit" is positive, since in many jurisdictions accounting is the under1ying
basis for the fulfillment of country tax obligations.
Another point is that maybe it would be interesting inc1uding a residual simplification
on1y for those "micro-entities" particular1y small in size, and for specific operations; to
exempt

them from accounting

for· deferred

tax, requiring

only to present

that .

information in the Notes, and on1y accounting for the tax accrued, and the payment
made for "current tax" being presented in the in the year of presentation of annual
accounts.
Question S17: Consideration

of lAS 12 exemptions from recognising

deferred

taxes and other differences under lAS 12 (Section 29)
In answering thisquestion,

please assume that SMEs will continue to recognise deferred

income taxes using the temporary difference method (see discussion in question S16).
Section 29 is based on the IASB's March 2009 exposure draft Income Tax. At the time
the IFRS lar SMEs was issued, that exposure draft was expected to amend lAS 12
Income Taxes by eliminating some exemptions from recognising deferred taxes and
simplifying the accounting in other areas. The IASB eliminated the exemptions when
developing Section 29 and made the other changes in the interest of simplifying the
IFRS lar SMEs.
Some interested parties who are familiar with lAS 12 say that Section 29 does not
noticeably simplify lAS 12 and that the removal of the IAS 12 exemptions results in .
more deferred tax calculations being required. Because the March 2009 exposure draft
wasnot

finalised, some question whether the differences between Section 29 and lAS

12 are nowjustified.
Should Section 29 be revised to conform it to lAS 12, modified as appropriate to
reflect the needs of the users of SME fmancial statements?
(a)

No-do

not change the overall approach in Section 29.
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Section 29 to conform it to the current lAS 12 (modified as

appropriate for SMEs).
(e)

Other-e-please explain.

Please provide reasoning to support your choice of(a), (b) or (c).
•

EFRAG agrees with altemative b).

ICAC's response:
In recent years, several pronouncements have made radical changes, so before changing
the current requirements

it would be prudent to ensure that the criteria are not re-

amended. If someone applies IFRS for SME's somewhere in the world, it is best not to .
change the current requirements.

Otherwise, the starting point, as mentioned above,

should be the closest to full IFRS.
Question S18: Rebuttable presumption that investment property at fair value is
recovered through sale (Section 29)
In answering this question, please also assume that SMEs will continue to recognise
deferred income taxes using the temporary

difference method (see discussion

in

question S16).
In December 2010, the IASB ame~ded lAS 12 to introduce a rebuttable presumption
that the carrying amount of investment

property measured

at fair value will be

recovered entirely through sale.
The amendment to lAS 12 was issued because, without specific plans for the disposal of
the investment property, it can be difficult and subjective to estimate how much of the
carrying amount of the investment property will be recovered through cash flows from
rental income and how much of it will be recovered through cash flows from selling the
asset.
Paragraph 29.20 currently states:
"The measurement of deferred tax liabilities and deferred tax assets shall reflect the tax
consequences that would follow from the manner in which the entity expects, at the
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reporting date, to recover or settle the carrying amount of the related assets and
liabili ties."
Should Section 29 be revised to incorporate a similar exemption from paragraph
29..20for investment property at fair value?
(a)

No-do

not change the current requirements.

Do not add an exemption in

paragraph 29.20 for investment property measured at fair value.
(b)

Yes- ..revise Section 29 to incorporate the exemption for investment property at
fair value (the approach in lAS 12).

(e)

Other-please

explain.

Please provide reasoning to support your choice of(a), (b) or (c).
Note: please answer this question regardless of your answer to questions S16 and S17
above.
•

EFRAG is split on this issue and asks its constituents for input.

ICAC's response:
As we have stated In other responses, the most important factor is the stability.
Notwithstanding

the above, the starting point of the IFRS for SME's should be if

possible, full IFRS. Ifthe latter change, then it is best not to change the IFRS for SME's
until it has reached a level of consistent application by all countries that choose to
implement these standards.
Question S19: Inclusion of additionaltopics

in the IFRS for SMEs

The IASB intended that the 35 sections in the IFRS for SMEs would cover the kinds of
transactions, events and conditions that are typically encountered by most SMEs. The
IASB alsoprovided

guidance

on how an entity' s management

should exercise

judgement in developing an accounting policy in cases where the IFRS for SMEs does
not specifically address a topic(see paragraphs 10.4-10.6).
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Are there any topics that are not specifically addressed in the IF'RS for SMEs that
you think should be covered (ie where the general guidance in paragraphs 10.410.6 is not sufficient)?
(a)

No.

(b)

Yes (please state the topie and reasoning for your response).

Note: this question is asking about topies that are not eurrently addressed by the IFRS
for SMEs. It is not asking 'which areas of the IFRS for SMEs requireadditionál
guidanee. If you think more guidanee should be added for a topie already eovered by the
IFRS for SMEs, please provide your eomments in response to question S20.
•

EFRAG is not aware of any additional topies that should be addressed on this
issue.

ICAC's response:
ICAC is ofthe view that the starting point ofIFRS for SME's should be full IFRS, for
the reasons of globalizing standards, standardization, eomparability, eonsolidation and
simplifieation

in eeonomie terms, and in terms of time spent by eompánies when

leaming the eriteria to be applied by SMEs and by users when understanding the annual
aeeounts.
Therefore, from our point of view, if an operation is not eovered by the IFRS for
SME's, an entity should apply firstly full IFRS eriteria. That is, theapplieation

order of

the IFRS for SME's guidanee would be: 10.6 (IFRS), 10.5 (value judgment) and lOA
(value judgment).
If the IFRS do es not provide speeifie criteria or its eriteria differ considerably with
similar transaetions or principles eontained in the IFRS for SME's, then paragraph 10.5
shall apply firstly with due justifieation in the Notes. .
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Question S20: Opportunity to add yo~r own specific issues
Are there any additional issues that you would like to bring to the IASB's attention on
specific requirements in the sections of the IFRS
(a)

lar SMEs?

No.

(b)

Yes (please state your issues, identify the section( s) to which they relate, pro vide

references to paragraphs in the IFRS for SMEs where applicable and provide separate
reasoning for each issue given).
•

EFRAG does not have any issues it wants te bring to the IASB's attention on
specific requirements in the sections ofthe IFRS for SME's.

ICAC's response:
No additional comments.
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PART B: GENERAL QUESTIONS
Gl: Consideration of minor improvements to full IFRSs
.The IFRS lar SMEs was developed from full IFRSs but tailored for SMEs. As a result,
the IFRS lar SMEs uses identieal wording to full IFRSs in many plaees.
The IASB makes ongoing ehanges to full IFRSs as part of its Annual Improvements
projeet as well as during other projeets. Such amendments may clarify guidance and
wording, modify definitions or make other relatively minor amendments to full IFRSs
to address unintended eonsequenees, eonfliets or oversights. For more information, the
IASB web pages on its Annual Improvements projeet can be aeeessed on the following
link: http://go.ifrs.orglAI
Some believe that because those ehanges are intended to improve requirements, they
should naturally be ineorporated in the IFRS lar SMEs where they are relevant.
Others note that eaeh small ehange to the IFRS lar SMEs would unneeessarily inerease
the reporting burden for SMEs beeause SMEs would have to assess whether eaeh
individual ehange will affeet its eurrent accounting polieies. Those whohold

that view

eoncluded that, although the IFRS lar SMEs was based on full IFRSs,it

is now a

separate Standardand does not need to reflect.relatively minor ehanges in full IFRSs.
How should the IASB deal with such minor improvements,

where the IFRS for

SMEs is based on old wording from full IFRSs?
(a)

Where ehanges are intended to improve requirements in full IFRSs and there
are similar wordings and requirements in the IFRS lar SMEs, they should be
ineorporated in the (three-year1y) omnibus exposure draft ofehanges

to the

IFRS lar SMEs.
(b)

Changes should only be made where there is a known problem for SMEs, ie
there

should be a rebuttable

presumption

that ehanges

should

not be

ineorporated in the IFRS lar SMEs.
(e)

The IASB should develop eriteria for assessing how any sueh improvements
should be ineorporated (please give your suggestions for the eriteria to be used).
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explain.

Please provide reasoning to support your choice of (a), (b), (e) or (d).
•

EFRAG is split on this issue and seeks input from constituents.

ICAC's response:
The most important factor is the stability. We refer to our previous responses; it is best
not to change existing requirements until it has reached a level of consistent application
by all countries that choose to implement these standards, otherwise the starting point
should be the closest to full IFRS
G2: Furtber need for Q&As
One of the key responsibilities

of the SMEIG hasbeen

questions raised by users ofthe IFRS

lar SMEs

lo consider implementation

and to develop proposed non-mandatory

guidance in the form of questions and answers (Q&As). These Q&As are intended to
help those who use the IFRS

lar SMEs

to think about specific accounting questions.

The SMEIG Q&A programme has been limited, Only seven final Q&A have been
published. Three of those seven deal with eligibility to use the IFRS

lar

SMEs. No

additional Q&As are currently under development by the SMEIG.
Some peop1e are ofthe 'view that, while the Q&A prograrnme was usefu1 when the IFRS

lar

SMEs was first issued so that implementation questions arising in the early years of

application around the world could be dealt with, it is no longer needed. Any new issues
that arise in the future can be addressed in other ways, for example through education
material or by future three-yearly updates to the IFRS
view think that an ongoing programme
principle-based

approach in the IFRS

lar

SMEs. Many who hold this

of issuing Q&As is inconsistent

lar

with the

SMEs, is burdensome because Q&As are

perceived to add another set of rules on top of the IFRS

lar SMEs,

and has the potential

to create unnecessary contlict with full IFRSs if issues overlap with issues in full IFRSs.
Others, however, believe that the volume of Q&As issued so far is not excessive and
that the non-mandatory
organisations

guidance is helpful, and not a burden, especially to smaller

and in smaller jurisdictions

that have limited resources to assist their
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constituents in implementing the IFRS for SMEs. Furthermore, in general, the Q&As
released so far provide guidance on considerations when applying judgement, rather
than creating rules.
Do you believe that the current, limited programme for developing Q&As should
continue after this comprehensive review is completed?
(a)

Yes-the

current Q&A programme should be continued.

(b).

No-the

current Q&A programme has served its purpose and should not be

continued.
(c)

Other-please

explain.

Please provide reasoning to support your choice of (a), (b) or (e).
•

EFRAG supports Altemative (e). EFRAG considers that it could be necessary to
. issue additional guidance; however, the procedure should be different from that
current1yapplied.

ICAC's response:
Companies, no matter if they are large or small, want to fulfill their legal obligations.
Therefore, they will welcome any written document issued by relevant statutory body,
although it is not mandatory. In fulfilling its legal obligations, it seems logical that the
best way to justify the criteria applied for accounting transactions is, after a legal
standard,

any written

documentation

issued

by the body

that produces

such

legislationlstandards.
From our point of view it is convenient to have a body that solves all emerging
questions and issues related to the application of the standard, and that simultaneously
serves to support countries that want to implement the IFRS for SME's.
However, from our point of view, this body should be much closer and accessible than
the IFRIC and even more informal, in the sense that it should not require/make a filter
on one side to decide which guestions will be answered; this body should also answer
simple questions that could be c1arified via informal/email responses, and from the point
of view of the responses,

they should be harmonized,
32
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in that body, and would be written and submitted in response to each

individual case; as they are not mandatory, procedures do not require this formalism nor
the limitations ofthe IFRIC or Q& A.
As a result of the above, the mentioned body may select the most interesting and useful
responses made throughout a period, andpublish.
knowledge.

them anonyrnously for the general

"

G3: Treatment of existing Q&As
As noted in question G2, there are seven final Q&As for the IFRS

lar

SMEs. This

comprehensive review provides an opportunity for the guidance in those Q&As to be
incorporated into the IFRS
Non-mandatory

lar SMEs

and for the Q&As to be deleted.

guidance from the Q&As will become mandatory if it is inc1uded as

requirements

in the IFRS

incorporated

in the IFRS

lar SMEs.
lar SMEsin

In addition, any guidance may need to be
a reduced format or may even be omitted

altogether (if the IASB deems that the guidance is no longer applicable after the
Standard is updated or that the guidance is better suited for inc1usion in training
material). The IASB would also have to decide whether any parts of the guidance that
are not incorporated into the IFRS

lar

SMEs should be retained in some fashion, for

example, as an addition to the Basis for Conc1usions accompanying the IFRS
or as part of the training material on the IFRS

lar

SMEs

lar SMEs.

An altemative approach would be to continue to retain the Q&As separately where they
remain relevant to the updated IFRS

lar

SMEs. Under this approach there would be no

need to reduce the guidance in the Q&As, but the guidance may need to be updated
because of changes to the IFRS

lar SMEs

resulting from the comprehensive review.

Should the Q&As be incorporated into the IFRS for SMEs?
(a)

Yes-the

seven final Q&As should be incorporated as explained above, and

deleted.
(b)

No-o the seven final Q&As should be retained as guidance separate from the
iFRS

lar SMEs.
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explain.

Please provide reasoning to support your choice of ea), (b) or (c) .
• . EFRAG considers that the seven final Q&As should be incorporated into the
IFRS for SMEs or the training material depending on the detail of the guidance
(Altemative (e)).
ICAC's response:
We refer to the above question. The mechanism of Q & As is excessively rigid and
formal, as well as IFRIe.
G4: Training material
The IFRS Foundation

has developed

comprehensive

training material to support the implementation

free-to-download

self-study

of the IFRS for SMEs. These are

available on our website: http://go.ifrs.orglsmetraining.

In addition to your views on the

questions we have raised about the IFRS for SMEs, we welcome any cornmerits you
may have about the training material, including any suggestions you may have on how
we can improve it.
Do you have any comments on the IFRS Foundation's IFRS for SMEs training
material available on the link above?
(a)

No.

(b)

Ves (please provide your cornments).
•

EFRAG has been informed that the training material is ofhigh quality.

ICAC's response:
The training material

lS

very important when understanding

accounting

standards.

Didactic work could be linked to the responsibilities proposed to the technical body in
our response to question G2.
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GS: Opportunity to add any further general issues
Are there any additional issues you would like to bring to the IASB's attention relating
to the IFRS for SMEs?
, (a)

No.

(b)

Yes (please -state your issues and provide separate reasoning for eaeh issue

given).
•

EFRAG has no other issues .relating to the IFRS for SME's that it would like to
bring to the IASB' s attention.

ICAC's response:
N o other issues to add.
G6: Use of IFRS for SMEs in your jurisdiction
This question eontains four sub-questions. The purpose of the questions is to give us
sorne information about the use of the IFRS for SMEs in the jurisdietions

of those

responding to this Request for Inforrnation.
1

What,isyour

country/jurisdiction?

Spain

2

Is the IFRS for SMEs currently used in your country/jurisdiction?
(a) Yes, widely used by a rnajority of our SMEs.
(b) Yes, used by sorne but not a rnajority of our SMEs.
(e) No, not widely used by our SMEs.
(d) Other (please explain).
Spain applies the Spanish Gaap within the frarnework established by the European
Aeeounting Direetives. This eornprises a General Aeeounting Plan (GAP) for all
entities and a GAP for SME's with sirnplified criteria for sorne rnatters and
operations that are usually perforrned by SMEs and do not require the eornplexity
ofthe general GAP, adapting to its eapaeity/resourees and to their obligations.
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When these companies perform complexoperations

(not simplified by the GAP for

SME's), they must apply the general criteria (general GAP), that is applied by all
the other entities that are not SMEs.

3

If the IFRS for SMEsis

used in your country/jurisdiction,

in your

judgement what have been tbe principal benefits of thelFRS for SMEs?
(please give details of any benefits.)

·4

If the IFRS I-(Jr SMEs is used in
judgement

what

bave

been

the

y1JUl'

cnuntry/jurisdiction,mytlur

principal

practical

problems

in

implementing tbe IFRS for. SMEs?
(Please give details of any problems.)
•

Based on the input EFRAG has received, the IFRS for SMEs is only applied to a
very limited extentwithinthe

EU

. Pl ase don 't hesitate tb contact us if you would like to clarify any point of this letter.

Ana María Martínez- Pina
Chairman ofICAC
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Madrid, 14 .November 2012
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